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1. Introduction

375-378 c-6-1

described /11 ,12/ .

2. Short Channel Effects
To exploit the god properties inherent in GaAs

MESFETs, the extrrnsic parasitic elements have to
be avoided as far as possible. This is done by use

of the recessed-gate structure /e.g.2/ or by deep

ion implantation into the extrinsic channel /13/.
Thus sheet resistances as low as 100?tr are
achieved. These values are about ten times lower
than those in the channel of the intrinsic ungated
FET. However with reductlon of the gate length L to
1Um or l-ess and maintaininq N^ constant (about

17 -? 
' u

10 'crn -) the short-channel effects become

ef f ecti-ve:

1. The threshold voltage V_ depends on L.
V, becomes bias dependent.

The DC-characteristics show no real saturat.ion,
hence the output conductance gd increases with
decreasrng L and reduces the voltage gain.

4. The transconductance gm tends to saturate /j4/
or may even show a "compression,, /15/.

Thus the design rules for FET's and IC's have to be

adapted to each individual FET if different gate
lengths are used. A quantitatively correct desrgn
is therefore more difficul_t as not only doping
concentratron and layer thickness but also gate
length and bias point have to be considered. The

velocity overshoot of carriers in the high-field
gate region increases current, transconductance and

frequency limits /16/.
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The reduction of the gate iength L of FETs into the suhrnicron reglon gives rise to
negative short channel- effects unl-ess the channel thickness a is reduced accordingly
such that L/a)1. For keeping the threshold voltage consLant rt is necessary to rn-
crease the channel doping N^- 1 /a2. In this paper it is shown by numericaf simu-
fations and experiments thafl dopi-ng concentrations up to 1.:,to1g"*-3 cu.r, success-
fully be used for GaAs MESFETs. Qptimum concentrations are cal-culated for whrch short
channel effects are elim:-nated and simul-taneously transconductance and cut-off
freguency maximized. Good correl-ation is found with experimental results. Following the
outlined r-ules the "simple" design rules - used for discrete MESFETs and especrallv for
integrated circuit ]ayout - will remain valid in the sulxnicron reqion

GaAs based devlces are in a stage which enables the
fabrication of digital LSfs, MMICs and high
performance microwave devices. GaAs MESFETs with
subnicron gates /1 / and channels /2/ are
fabricated, resulti-ng in operational- freguencies up

to 6OGHz /3/ and switching times of l_ess than 20ps

/4/. But as the lateral dimensions shrink below 1um

new problems arise which tend to suppress the ex-
pected improvements- Besides technology improve-
ments there is an l-mpetus for modificati_ons in the
design of FETs with submicron dimensions. For homo-

genously doped

are currently
GaAs MESFETs t-wo major approaches

One tends to reduce the
channel doping as f ar as possj_ble, t.aking advantage

of the improved el-ectron dynamics (high mobility,
velocity overshoot and possible ball_istic effects
/5/), whil-e the other tends to increase the channel
doping N^ up to concentrations above those usedD

nowadays /6,1 ,8,9,10/ .

Conventional FETs with submicron gates suffer from
negative short channel effects. Moreover their
current driving capability is restrj_cted and they
are inherently more sensitive to interconnection
capacrtances. Nearly aLl_ these difficul_ties may be

overcome by use of high doping concentrations. The

negatrve short channel effects are outlined
especial-Iy with respect to IC applications. The

resul-ts of theoretical work and of experiments for
GaAs MESFETs with highly doped channel-s are
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Ttre reason for the short*channel effects is the

fact that the ratj-o of gate length L to channel

thickness a is no longer much larger than 1, if

with shrinking gate length NO and the channel-

thickness a are held constant. In this case the

two-dimensional- potential and qurrent distributions

have to be considered. Especially the electrical

fiel-d pattern wi-ll be influenced by the drain

potential-, which lowers the barrier in the channel

created by the gate potential, resulting in

pronounced changes of gO and V, /17/.
It will be shown that short-channel- effects may be

diminished if a is reduced and simul-taneously NO

increased such that V, remains constant. For this

purpose GaAs MESFET's with L{.4+1 .2Um and
_18 -3N-=0.1+1.3.10'"cm - were made and investiga-

U

ted. In addition computer simulations were perfor-

med. Ttre results demonstrate not onJ-y that GaAs

MESFETs with very high doping concentrations in the

channel are feasi-ble but that the short-channel

effects are avoidable and that considerable

improvements in transconductance and freguency

Iimits are achievable with optimized dopant

concentrations /11 ,12/ .

3. Device TechnologY

The layers were made by LPE, MBE and diffusion

/18/. Subnicron gates were made by angled evapo-

ration /19/. AuGe/Ni served as ohmic and Cr/Au

(t >tUm) or AI (1,<tUm) as Schottky contacts- Mo-

bility, dopant concentrations, contact and sheet

resj-stances and FET DC properties were measured

using a diagnostic pattern. Microwave and noise

measurernents (2-1ZGHz) were performed on T*shaped

FET's .

4. Tl:reory and Numerical Simulatron

Tl3e "nominal" threshold voltage is defined as:

V- =V,'Inom Dl-

(V,^. = built-in potential). Short-channel
I)t-

effects are not effective if L/a > 3. If a deple-

tion-type MESFET with Ury,o* = -1 -2V is chosen a

channel thickness acO.lpm (a=0.05um in the follow-

ing example) is necessarY for^L4.3um. From eq.(1)
1t-J _3

a dopant concentration NO=1O'-cm - is de-

duced- Such high concentrations have not been used

in FET's until now.

Tl:e well-known analytic solutions for the FET

I-V-characteristics can no longer be used for the

short channel because theY

(a) Ao not include the two-dimensional potential

and current distribrtions
(b) do not consider the transient transport pro-

perties of the carriers (velocity overshoot),

especially important for subnj-cron devices -

Therefore numerlcal simulations are necessary which

solve both the continuity and the POISSCI\ equation.

TWo-dimensional- solutions have been obtained for
17 -?N^<1O"on " only, because of the very high

D

demands on memory capacity and computing time with

increasing No (see e.g. /17/). Recently a onedi-

mensional model was proposed which properly takes

into account the two-dimensional electric field

distribution along the channel and the current

displacement into the substrate /20/. It al-so

includes nonstationary electron dynamics. Thj-s

model was adapted for the problems to be treated

here /12/ . I-V-characteristics, small-signal
parameters and the shift of the threshold voltage:

avr=Vr-Vr.,o*
were calculated for various values NO and L. For

J-ow doping considerable shifts appear even at L=1Um

which strongly increase with shorter gate lengths
(fig.la,b). Thre shift cannot be neglected neither

Q)

for enhancement-tvpe FET's (V^ 3 -0.01V) nor for
t 
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depletion- type FET's (Vf.ofr -1V). At high NO

the shift is neglectable for E-type MESFETs and

less than 10% for D-type MESFETs with L> 0.25Urn.

Since the E-type FET is especially sensitive to
V, variations the eli-mination of short-channel_

effects is a major achrevement. A small shift AV,
is synonymous wj-th a good saturation of the DC

characteristics and a low output conductance. The

transconductance 9* increases with increasing
N^, too, the effect ber-ng more pronounced atD'
shorter gate lengths, Fig.2a /7/, due to the
growing infl-uence of the velocity overshoot.
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riers. Experimenta] results support this predic-
tLon /1/. The cut-off frequency f. for L=lUm is
not influenced by Nl as expected, but for L<1pm

a remarkable increase to values close to i 00GHz is
observed, Fig.2b. Figure 2 further demonstrates
that for L<O-SUrn an optimum value NO exists
which is higher than those used todate.
The simulations were performed for FET structures
wrth uniform layer thickness. The recessedgate
structure can be included, but deep ion implan-
tations outside the gate reg5_on cannot be simul_a-

ted. It is expected that the modification of the
potential- distribution in the substrate - as
j-ntroduced by the deeply implanted regions -
considerably deteriorates the FET performance

already for even larger gate lengths /21 / . This is
not the case for the recessed structure.

Fig.3
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Fig.2: Dependence of transconductance (a) and
cut-off frequency (b) on Nr-, (Parameter:
gate length L) . FuI1 line:"sj-mulation;
experimental resufts: O =this work ,J=/3/

At very }ow NO the absolute value of the
overshoot velocity is higher than in highly doped

material- but for FET-operation the product of
velocity and carrier concentration is i-mportant. So

the increase of gm with higher NO is due to the
fact that the degradation in the velocJ-ty overshoot

is overcompensated by the increased number of car-
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5. Experimental Results

The DC characteristics of two MESFET's wlth
1R -?N^=1.3.10'-cm--, L=1.4um and 0.4W, made simultane-

D

ously on the same chip are shown in Fig.3a,b.

The drift AV, is negligible (F2%). The experl-men-

tal value of AV, is even smaller than the cafcu-

Iated value (cf . Fig.1b). In Fig.3c the character-
11 ?

istics of a FET with ND-2'5'10''cm--, L=0'5pm' rs

given for comparison /22/. The insufficient

saturation and the more pronounced shift AV, are

clearly perceptibel. Srnce this device is made

using deep contact implantatj-on AV, is even

Iarger than calcutated. It was shown recently that

a more shallow contact implantation reduces AV,

/21,23/. This demonstrates that a uniform layer

thickness (as used in these simul-ations) is more

advantageous. Some experimental results on

transconductance and cut-off frequency are included

in Fig.2a,b /7,24/. For high NO extrinsic

transconductances of 260mS/mm with L=1.2um and

L^^ = 4-5um could be achieved. The breakdown
JU

voltages are at least VBGD=6V - Our calculations

are also in excellent agreement with results re-

cently published by Or-rodera et aL /7/ who used
^1'7 _3

5^=5-6'1 0' 'cm
U

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Numerical simulations and experiments demonstrate

that strong short channel effects - especially a

threshold voltage shift - appear if the gate length

is reduced into the subnicron range while the do-

pant concentration is held constant at values pre-
11 2

sently used (l+2' 10"cm--). Therefore it is ne-

cessary to increase and optimize the dopant con-
tt

centration (..g. Nf,7'10''cm-" for LvO.25um).

Simultaneously both transconductance and frequency

limits increase.

Experiments have shown that the theoretical
expectations are met for dopant concentrations up

1R _?to i.3'10'-cm--. The shift AV, is even smal-

Ier than predi-cted. The extrinsic transconductances

of 260mS/mrn at L=1 .2l.un, L".=41m,
1R -?N^=1.3.10'-cm-- are very high. An increase of

D

the channel doping above values presently used

(l+2'1017.*-3) Ieads to overall improvements in

the FET performance, making an additi-onal deep ion

implantation outside the gate region less necessary

and leading to an easier and more correct design of

the FET and of IC's containing FET's.
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